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1

Wow, it's hot and steamy here. We're in the South American rain
forest. With all these plants, it's hard to see where to go. Maybe
we're lost!

2

Look! There is a path made of old, worn stones. It goes deeper into the
jungle. Maybe we can find the people who made it. Let's see where it
goes!

3

No, find
another
path!
(Page 4)

Yes, go
into the
tunnel!
(Page 6)

The path goes into that tunnel. It looks spooky. It might lead to some
ancient ruins! Do you want to go inside? We could go around.

4

Okay, we will go around. There are some vines we can use to climb
above that tunnel. Be careful!

5
Let’s climb

back up
into the
rainforest.
(Page 7)

Let’s go

further
into the
ruins.
(Page 10)

What happened? We were walking along when suddenly we fell into a
stone room! Look, there are plants growing on the floor. You found
some old ruins after all! Now what do you want to do?

6

Let's walk
down the
hall to the
left.
(Page 11)

Let's walk
down the
hall to the
right.
(Page 12)

This looks like something the Maya people built long ago. It's part of a
lost city! There are halls leading to the left and to the right. Which
way do you want to go?

7

Okay, let's climb out! Grab onto those plants and hold on tight. Keep
climbing. You're almost at the top!

8

We made it! Hey, did you hear that sound? There's a tree frog
somewhere close by. Look under that plant.

9

Let's walk
a little
further on
this path.
(Page 13)

Let's turn
around
and find
another
path.
(Page 15)

That's a yellow poison arrow frog! Choco Indian hunters put poison
from it onto their blowgun darts. The poison kills whatever they
shoot. What should we do now?

10

Keep
walking
toward the
big stone
head.
(Page 17)

Climb up
the stones
into the
rainforest.
(Page 20)

That big stone head looks ancient! Should we take a closer look? Or,
we could climb back up into the jungle on those stones that have fallen
in from the ceiling. Which do you want to do now?

11

Go back
into the
rainforest
now.
(Page 22)

Go wading
in the pool
right now.
(Page 24)

What a beautiful pool! It even has a waterfall splashing into it. We
could wade in that cool water. But maybe you want to get out of these
ruins and explore the rainforest now. Which do you choose?

12

Look inside
the fancy
pot.
(Page 25)

See what
is in the
next
room.
(Page 26)

What a cool room! A fancy fountain, a king's name glyph on the wall, a
pot with a real gold band, and a carving of a Mayan god. Also, there's
a door into the next room. What should we do now?

13

What was that hissing noise? Ouch! A dart just hit me. Everything's
getting blurry!

14
Start
Over and
Explore
Again!
(Title page)

STOP

for today
(Page 32)

I'm falling down. Oooohh! Guess it wasn't a good idea to walk where
people are hunting! THE END!

15

Okay, let's go this way instead. Wow, these trees are tall! Hey, did
you hear monkeys up there? See if you can find them.

16
Start
Over and
Explore
Again!
(Title page)

STOP

for today
(Page 32)

Good job finding those tiny monkeys. They are Cotton-Top Tamarins!
Their rainforest home gets smaller each year. Only a few are left. We
are very lucky to see them today! THE END!

17

Watch out! More stones are falling from the ceiling. It's a cave-in!

18

We are trapped in the dark! Turn on your little emergency light.
Maybe we can see a way to escape.

19
Start
Over and
Explore
Again!
(Title page)

STOP

for today
(Page 32)

That's better. Wait a minute. Something is moving! Can you see
something coming out of that crack? Oh, no! Vampire bats! THE END!

20

Be careful climbing up these stones. Wow, look at that red bird! Have
you ever seen such a long curved beak? It's a scarlet ibis! We must be
almost out of the ruins.

21
Start
Over and
Explore
Again!
(Title page)

STOP

for today
(Page 32)

What a climb! But we're out of the ruins. Oh, look! There's a big nest,
and there's a mother and baby ibis in it! Let's just rest here for a
while and watch the scarlet ibis feed her baby. THE END!

22

Okay, let's explore more jungle. Be careful. We can't see very far with
all these plants. Do you hear something moving toward us? Can you see
what's making that noise?

23
Start
Over and
Explore
Again!
(Title page)

STOP

for today
(Page 32)

Oops, that's a jaguar. Quick! Let's climb a tree. Just in time! Stay
very quiet until that big cat decides to take a nap! THE END!

24
Start
Over and
Explore
Again!
(Title page)

STOP

for today
(Page 32)

Watch out! That's a caiman. Maybe he was washed in over the
waterfall. He must have been trapped in this pool for a long time. He is
glad to see us, because he's very hungry! Let's run! THE END!

25
Start
Over and
Explore
Again!
(Title page)

STOP

for today
(Page 32)

There's a huge snake in there! It's an Asian viper. The Maya's
ancestors came from Asia long ago. Maybe they brought snakes like
this for guards. Get back! It's poisonous. THE END!

26

That stone head is huge! It's very old. It was made by the Olmec
people who lived here before the Maya. Let's take a closer look.
Maybe we can walk around it and see the back.

27

Uh-oh! Is that thunder? The room is starting to shake!

28

“WHO DARES TO DISTURB MY SLEEP?”

29

“YOU DO NOT BELONG HERE!”

30

“LEAVE WHILE YOU STILL CAN!”

31
Start
Over and
Explore
Again!
(Title page)

STOP

for today
(Page 32)

That big Olmec head spoke to us! It said to leave before it's too late!
Is the magic of the Maya still working here? Who knows! But let's get
out of here. QUICKLY! THE END!
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ancestors People who are related to someone or to a group of people farther back in time than grandparents.
ancient

Very old, often hundreds of years old or even older.

arrow

A stick with a pointed head on one end and feathers on the other end to help it fly straight.

Asian

Something from Asia, the large continent in the eastern half of the Earth north of the equator.

blowgun

A hollow tube that is used to shoot a small arrow by blowing air with a quick puff into the other end.

caiman

A South American reptile similar to an alligator.

Choco

A member of one of the rainforest tribes who use blowguns and poisoned darts for hunting.

dart

A small pointed arrow used in a blowgun.

emergency An accident that requires immediate action.
glyph

A picture symbol used in writing to represent a word or sound.

ibis

A tropical wading bird with a long, thin bill that curves down.

jaguar

A spotted jungle cat of Central and South America that is larger than a leopard.

jungle

A place where thick, tangled tropical plants make it difficult to walk through.

Maya
today.

An ancient civilization in Central and South America that built big cities about 1500 years ago. The Mayan people still live in that area

Olmec
Maya.

An ancient civilization in Central and South America that laid many of the foundations for the civilizations that followed, including the

poison

Any material that would kill a person or animal or cause harm if it was touched, breathed, or swallowed.

poisonous

A word describing a snake or other animal that has poison in its bite or on its skin.

rainforest A wooded area that gets at least 100 inches (254 centimeters) of rain every year.
ruins

The remains of old, destroyed buildings.

scarlet

A bright red color.

South American Something from South America, the continent below the equator and on the opposite side of the Earth from Africa.

Glossary 2

spooky

Something scary, usually dark.

steamy

Uncomfortably hot and damp.

tamarin

A small South American monkey related to a marmoset that has silky hair, a long tail, and long lower canine teeth.

tunnel

A covered underground hallway made by people, not a natural passage like a cave.

vampire bats South American bats that feed on the blood of birds and animals.
vines

The stems of plants that need support and either hang onto stronger plants to grow up higher or grow flat along the ground.

viper

A type of poisonous snake found in Asia and Europe.
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Sources and Credits
This activity was downloaded from Annie's Resource Attic and is copyright 2010 by ann brundige studio. You may make and distribute as many
copies as you want, but must include this page. You may not sell this activity, nor use any of its elements for commercial purposes. For details
regarding this Creative Commons license, see the Terms of Use section of the web page at www.annbrundigestudio.com
Photographs and original 3D art by Ann Brundige, except as noted. Most photos were taken in the Moody Gardens Rainforest Pyramid in
Galveston, Texas. Jaguar from the Tyler, Texas zoo.
Vampire Bat photo is a composite of two photographs.
The face is from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Desmodusrotundus.jpg Date: 03/25/10 Photographed by Desmodus Dr. Marco Mello,
biologist, Universität Ulm, Germany: http://web.me.com/marmello/marcomello.
The bat's body is from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:VampireBat2010_2.jpg Date:January 2010 Photographed by Ltshears at the
Lousiville Zoo.
Olmec heads adapted from photos from http://www.echoesintime.com/ and turned into 3D and animated art in Bryce 3D® v5.5.
Small movies by Ann Brundige. Full-page movies created in QuickTime using screens generated from IntelliMation® in Classroom Suite®. All art
for full page movies was prepared by Ann Brundige.
Sounds were remixed in Audacity
Rainforest Ambience Sounds - Parts of these sounds were used alone and mixed with other sounds (footsteps, jaguar, etc.) for the page sounds
and movie soundtracks.
rainforest ambience.wav http://www.shockwave-sound.com/sound-effects/jungle_sounds.html
The following three are from http://www.freesound.org
19257__reinsamba__bird_in_rainforest.wav Used for ibis movie soundtrack
15850__laurent__birds_in_rainforest_near_fall.wav Across rainforest
13738__reinsamba__friofrioamazonas.mp3 bird noise This recording shows you a typical sound of the Brazilian tropical rainforest, the frio-
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frio bird or "capitao da mata".
Animal Sounds
Vampire bats sound from freesound.org 21437__martian__bela_lugusi.aiff

by martian

Jaguar sounds from freesound.org
33207__HerbertBoland__DryLeavesWalk.wav Used with ambience for jaguar transition
97381__soundbytez__jaguar.wav Recording of a single Jaguar roaring
Poison Arrow Frog Sounds
Single yellow frog sound from freesound.org 9099__WIM__bangkok_frog.wav by WIM sound of a wooden frog that makes a kind of frog-like
noises when you rub it with a stick.
Frog sound in jungle ambience from http://www.schockwave.com jungleFrogs.aiff
Caiman sound
alligatorbellow. 26alligator1bellow.mp3 http://www.fws.gov/video/sound.htm
Cotton-Top Tamarin sounds
Used as soundtrack for movie, mixed with some of the rainforest sounds. Also used on page where call is heard in distance. http://
www.wjh.harvard.edu/~mnkylab/media/tamarincalls.html
Viper sound
VIPER.mp3 from http://www.sounds.beachware.com/2illionzayp3may/hupthsz/VIPER.mp3
Walking Sounds were from freesound.org and used snippets of the following:
http://www.freesound.org/download/70024/70024__Robinhood76__00977_stony_hall_walk_2.wav
http://www.freesound.org/download/52285/52285_trip2000_leaving_walk.aif
http://www.freesound.org/download/73112/73112__LG__Walk_basement_04.wav
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Other Sounds
Dart sound
rainforest ambience plus hiss and part of http://www.freesound.org/download/92065/92065_cormi_fatiguing_grunts.wav
Fountain sound from freesound.org
9227__Bram__bram_versus_plaga_fountain_inside_church3.wav
In the inner patio of the church we found a fountain
Climbing out of ruins sounds
http://www.freesound.org/download/92065/92065_cormi_fatiguing_grunts.wav
Rocks falling remixed from boom.mps from http://www.sounds.beachware.com

